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Get top to-toe lowdown for this fast mobile data standard... You know you want to... Q. What is GPRS?A. It means General Packet Radio Service. It is basically a boiled version of the GSM standard that ordinary phones use to carry data more efficiently. The big difference is that theoretically it's an always-on connection. So, you can download data at any
time instead of waiting 30 seconds to call, as you would with a direct GSM call. Q. General, Radio, Service. All right, all right. What about the package? A. If you establish a data connection through GSM, it is a circuit connected - you specify a circuit that carries your data and no one else's. You pay for the time the circuit is open. By switching packages, you
share the same network as everyone else. You only pay for the data you send, and the available bandwidth is used more efficiently. A new mobile service? Weren't there going to be controversial auctions?A. GPRS using the same frequency as today's GSM phones, so there was no need to bankrupt the industry with an spectrum auction. In fact, it is so
similar to GSM that the only way to detect a GPRS handset is with the GPRS sticker in front. Q. More abbreviations? Yawn... A. It's not the most inspiring moniker in the world, but GPRS should eventually enable some groovy services. The best of them is probably communication and wireless Internet access, but it should theoretically be able to handle music
downloading and possibly even video. Currently, the only service available is through WAP GPRS. So even though it's a little faster and cheaper, you're still stuck with a black and white screen the size of a stamp. Q. Where's the catch? Like any telco project, GPRS was very late in marketing, and the version we tried didn't work so well. It's supposed to be
always on, but the network wasn't often available. There isn't much around the handsets either and it's slower than expected. It was supposed to give data speeds above 100 Kbps, but you'd be lucky to get more than 20Kpbs. How do they charge for this? That's a good question. Mobile networks like their price complex and have a field day with data. What
about: the first megabyte free with an order every month, the next three megs at 1.5p per kilobyte, half that price after that... You get the idea. Q. Wasn't 3G meant to do so?A. GPRS is often referred to as 2.5G - bridge technology between second and third generation services. Most 3G data services like m-commerce, email and internet browsing already
work in GPRS, and 3G offers more bandwidth if and when it comes. Analysts say anyone who wants to make money from 3G services should make them come true on GPRS networks. Q. Haven't GPRS aged pretty soon?. A. Back in the day, when everyone thought we were all going to watch football on 3G phones by 2001, people wondered what I'm going
to. No one even pretends that 3G 3G before September 2002 and is not widespread and affordable for another year or two. GPRS will be with us for a long time to come. Essential LinksOrange launches GPRS time Vodafone goes head-to-head with BT GPRS GPRS: The ass at speed is still donkey GPRS is here, but it's late and it's not really work BT
GPRS data services that have hit glitches Yahoo (NASDAQ:YHOO) is perhaps the hottest technology stock on the planet right now. Apple (NASDAQ:AAPL) hicp. Facebook (NASDAQ:FB) still has a lot to prove. And Google (NASDAQ:GOOG) shares are just trading in the range. What's going on with Yahoo? Two words: Marissa Mayer. Marissa is a former
Googler who has taken a turn in the new direction of Yahoo's Titanic-s size company. So far, investors are keeping what they hear. We have to, too. What's Marissa's big plan? Here's a cheat sheet for Marissa Mayer's Yahoo strategy: The market is in 5-year highs! Check out the best shares to own. Click here to get a new Feature Stock Pick now! Click here
for a bigger picture Click here for a bigger picture of Android 11 includes long overdue features as well as improvements. Here's what developers, businesses, and users need to know about Google's latest mobile operating system. Why? Since Android 11 doesn't do much to radically change the operating system; Instead, this iteration of Google's mobile
platform puts a good amount of polish on many dramatic features first released on Android 10. Of course, this does not mean that Android 11 has no new features; In fact, the latest version has long-awaited features. WATCH: Android 11: Cheat Sheet (Free PDF) (TechRepublic)85.4% global smartphone market share, Android still dominates the highest,
according to IDC. Since Android 11 was introduced faster than previous incarnations, this operating system can end up on more devices, faster than previous iterations. Read this Android 11 cheat sheet to get up to speed with Google's latest operating system. We regularly update this resource with new information about Android 11. What is Android 11?
Android 11 is the official name of the latest version of the Android operating system. This mobile operating system is seamlessly tied to Google's ecosystem, so suddenly it integrates with Gmail, Google Drive, Google Docs, Google Calendar and more. Android also includes the Google Play Store, which allows users to easily install a wide range of apps,
including network, productivity, entertainment, messaging tools, and games. Android works perfectly at home as a daily driver in both business and personal use cases. WATCH: Top Android Security Tips (Free (TechRepublic) What new features come with Android Android 11 is not an update that comes with a lot of groundbreaking features, it comes with a
few that many users are happy to see. Let's take a look at some of the main features of Android 11. Also, check out my list of the best features on Android 11 and TechRepublic's Owen Hughes article about the best Android 11 features for business users. WATCH: All techRepublic cheat discs and Smart Person Guides (TechRepublic)A timed dark theme
Dark theme has become quite important for many types of users for two reasons: It makes it easier to view the screen in dark environments. It can help save valuable battery life. Android 11 comes with a feature that dark theme users really appreciate - the ability to schedule when the device enters dark mode. This can be important for those who sleep with
their devices on their night socks and check their phone at night, or when you want the device to automatically enter dark mode later in the day to maintain battery life. Dark mode scheduling takes place in Settings | Display | Dark Theme | Schedule. Schedule start and end time and you're done (Fig. A). Photo A Timing a dark theme on Android 11. Chat Head
bubbles If you've ever used Facebook Messenger, you'll be familiar with the Chat Heads interface. This feature has been trying to sneak into Android for quite some time. Every development cycle it finds its way into the beta version will only be removed when the official release is available. This in-and-out cycle ends with Android 11, which now includes a
Chat Heads interface for the likes of messages and ongoing phone conversations. Called Bubbles, this new way to handle ongoing conversations and calls makes it easier for users to call these messages directly from the screen (without having to access the notification pool or the app itself). One warning is that bubble feature must be enabled one app at a
time (Fig. B). Figure B Setting up bubbles in the Android Messages app. If you frequently talk to a specific contact, you can press and hold the notification of this conversation and give priority to the conversation. When you do this, you will receive notifications about this conversation, even if your phone is in Do Not Disturb mode. WATCH: Power Checklist:
Managing and Troubleshooting Screen Recording for Android Devices (TechRepublic Premium) This is one of those features that should have been included a long time ago. There are several reasons why you want to record Android screen: you may have a problem and you need to share the problem with support. One easy way to do that is to record
screen. You can also show someone how to do something on their phone (maybe they work remotely). Why don't you share a video with them about how to do it? Finally, you may simply want to share something cool on your screen. Android 11 screen recorder In addition to being able to record video, you can also record audio from your microphone (so you
can tell what's going on), and even the video highlighting touches the screen so the viewer knows where you're taping your screen. This built-in feature negates the need for third-party tools - unless you normally have the app inside features that the Android tool does not have. Motion Sense gesture While this feature may not be a deal maker or breaker for
business users, it's pretty cool to use. Motion Sense gesture is only available on Pixel devices running Android 11. By using hand gestures over the screen, you can pause the music and go to the next track. This feature works with most music apples (including Spotify) and is quite impressive to use. If you are one of those who work with music playing on
your Android device, you really appreciate the ability to pause and skip songs just by gesture. Nearby Share iOS has enjoyed the opportunity to easily share files between devices for a while. This iOS feature is called the Airdrop feature. Since version 11, Android now has the same ability. Nearby Share uses Bluetooth to easily share files with other devices
that have the Nearby Sharing feature enabled. Nearby Share is an entry in the Android Share menu. When you go to share a file with someone using this method, it lists all devices running Nearby Share, so you can quickly share the file between these devices (Figure C). Figure C Sharing a link between two Android 11 devices. Keep booting Even if you
don't use the feature daily, you'll be glad it's there when the overnight OTA update happens. What continue booting does gives the operating system (after the update) instant access to the encrypted storage space of the credentials so that it can immediately start receiving messages without having to unlock the phone first. So when this overnight update
happens, you don't have to wait for the flood of messages to come after you unlock your device. What are the improvements on Android 11? With the new features, some features have been refined. Let's see. Better organized notification pool At the top of this list is an update to the notification pool. Notifications are now categorized so that users can swipe
out individual notifications or notification categories. This not only makes it easier to read notifications, but also makes them more efficient. Share menu pinning Another feature that has been long awaited is the ability to pin entries to the Share menu. If you tend to share items with specific services or people more than anything else, you can now pin them to
the top of the Android Share menu. This means that you spend less time hunting down the item with which you want to share text, link, or file. makes your mobile life with Android much more efficient. To pin an app or contact to the Share menu, open the Share menu from the app by pressing and hold the app you want and select Pin X (where X is a contact
or app) (fig. D). Picture D Pinning the Save to Drive menu. The new power menu the Android power menu (the menu that appears when you press and hold the power button) has changed. The new menu shows power/restart/emergency settings, but it also allows you to use Google Pay and smart home options (Figure E). Photo E Sophisticated Android
power menu. One thing that is missing from this menu (which was available on Android 10) is the screenshot button. The screenshots have now been taken from the app's catalogue layer. What security features do Android 11 have? Android 11 has added or improved security features. These features are about permissions. Disposable rights Over the years,
Android has been plagued by access issues. With each release, Google has tried to solve these problems, but has become short on several occasions. With Android 11, they have finally hit something that should help alleviate this problem: throwaway rights. With Android 11, you have a new permission to grant the app. In addition to the two options
introduced on Android 10 (App or Deny), users can now choose only this time. This new license option grants the app a one-time license to use the service. The next time you open the app, you'll need to grant it permission again. This should help a lot to improve android security. Blocked and single-use licenses will be denied access rights. This feature
blocks the application from access rights after the user has denied those permissions twice. When this happens, users must manually enter app permissions - to make sure the app is working properly. Overlay permissions You may not have known this, but over the years there has been one very serious concern on the Android platform - overlay attacks.
These types of attacks have one goal: Capture the credentials of the target application. The overlay falsifys many popular online services to trick users into entering their login credentials. Up to Android 11, this has been a widespread issue. The latest release handles this by making it so that apps can't export users directly to the authentication screen. Now,
apps can only send users to a level before granting access to the overlay. When this is enabled, users must enable the option, which is one additional step that can prevent malware from stealing user data. Revoke unused licenses If you have an app that has permissions but hasn't been used for a few months, the app's licenses are automatically revoked.
When this happens, you must grant app permissions manually for it to work correctly. Contextual no longer exists with Android 11, apps are no longer allowed to collect data in the background. The only time an application is allowed to collect data is that application is running. This should clamp up privacy issues by putting users in control of when an app can
collect data. How can developers start using Android 11? Since the beta program has already ended and Android 11 has been released, developers can start using Android 11. Any developer who needs to switch from their apps to the new Android 11 platform can start with Google's official transfer documentation. WATCH: Recruitment Package: Android
Developer (TechRepublic Premium) When was Android 11 released? Android 11 was officially released on September 8, 2020, and immediately became available to Google Pixel (Pixel 2 and newer) devices - it's a normal route for new Android updates. However, in the surprise move, Google also immediately made the latest iteration available (via open
beta) for the OnePlus 8 and 8 Pro (North America, Europe and India), as well as Oppo Find X2, Find X2 Pro, Reno 3 and Reno 3 Pro. Xiaomi will also introduce Android 11 for Mi 10 and Mi 10 Pro. For other devices, Google has already promised that more partners will launch and update devices in the coming months, so expect many Samsung, Redm and
other popular devices to receive the Android 11 update by the end of 2020. Learn how to get the most out of Google Docs, Google Cloud Platform, Google Apps, Chrome OS, and all the other Google products used in business environments. Delivered Fridays Register today See also
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